Exercise 1
Fill in the blanks with the words given.

- sweet, sour, spicy, salty, bitter, hot, cold, raw, burnt, rare

1) Mexicans put a lot of spices in their food. Their food is ..........spicy...............

2) Some people add sugar to their tea because they like it ......sweet.......................

3) Sushi is mostly made of ..........raw........................ fish.

4) Turkish people eat their soup ..........hot................................ because soup is a good remedy in cold weather.

5) French people usually take their meat ..........rare.......................... So they do not cook the meat for a long time.

6) Lemons are ..........sour........................... So some people cannot drink its juice without adding sugar.

7) In the summer people prefer iced coffee. Since the weather is very hot they prefer ..........cold.................... drinks.

8) The customer asked the server to change his toast which looked like coal, because it was ..........burnt..........................

9) Chocolate with 70% cocoa is more ..........bitter........................ than chocolate with 40% cocoa.

10) This popcorn is very ..........salty............................ It made me thirsty.
Exercise 2

Fill in the blanks with the words given.

- spoon
- bowl
- knife
- grater
- kettle
- chopping board
- cup
- plate
- pitcher
- pot

1) My mother loves to drink coffee. She has many colourful ..........cups......... that she likes to drink coffee from.

2) People use different size ..........spoons................. to eat soup and to eat dessert.

3) In Italian restaurants the server uses a ..........grater.............. to make small pieces of cheese for spaghetti.

4) Tonight’s menu is very rich. There are many ..........pots................. boiling on the stove.

5) Please boil some water in the ..........kettle.......................... I want to make some tea.

6) I made a ..........pitcher........................ of lemonade. There is plenty for all of us.

7) Put the flour, eggs, sugar and butter in a ..........bowl..................... Then mix them to make a cake.

8) Use a ..........chopping board.......................... while cutting the vegetables, so that the counter isn’t damaged.

9) This one is for the fruit. We need a bigger ..........knife....................... to slice the bread.

10) Let’s use paper ..........plates.......................... to serve the cake at our kids’ birthday party.
Exercise 3

Fill in the blanks with the words given. Change the tense if necessary.

| cook, bake, boil, mix, cut, slice, roast, fry, pour, rinse |

1) Please use that sharp knife to ...............slice...................... the bread.

2) I am going to ..........bake....................... a cake for my son’s birthday party.

3) You need to ......fry.......................... potatoes to make chips.

4) Oil and water do not ........mix......................... . The oil always stays on top.

5) Please ..........rinse................ the soil off the strawberries before you eat them.

6) When you .............roast...................... meat in the oven, add some seasoning to make it
taste better.

7) First you have to ..........boil........................ some water and then add the pasta in the pot.

8) Can you hand me the paper towel? I spilled some milk when I was
......pouring.................. some into the glass.

9) During the lockdown everybody got used to ......cooking...................... at home.

10) Do not chop the tomatoes. ...........Cut.................. them into halves.
Exercise 4
Fill in the blanks with the words given.

**kitchen, living room, basement, bedroom, bathroom, closet, garage, attic, garden, hallway**

1) Our ……..basement………… is really dark. It doesn’t have any windows, because it is under the ground floor.

2) My dad is in the ………..kitchen……………. . He is cooking us dinner.

3) There are many trees and pretty flowers in our ………..garden……………. .

4) There is only one parking space in our ………..garage……………. .

5) There isn’t a tub in our ………..bathroom……………. . There is only a shower.

6) You should climb a ladder to go up to the ………..attic……………. .

7) We put the TV in our …………..living room……………. , because it is the room in which we spend most of our time as a family.

8) Plants give out carbondioxide at nights, that is why we never put plants in our …………..bedrooms……………. .

9) When I was a child I used to be scared to walk in the …………..hallway……………. at night, because it was long and dark.

10) My mom has so many shoes that they don’t fit in her …………..closet……………. anymore.